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What you’re trying to find is the right

property in the right location at the

right time. This e-book is concerned

with the macro research that will

identify the right time. It is the micro

research that will help you to

determine the right property in the

right suburb.

This research will uncover the capital

city or regional area set for strong

capital growth and reveals where a city

or region is on the property clock.

To drill down further to the right

suburb or town within the broader city

centre, further microanalysis is

required. The micro research will

uncover the right property in the right

location.
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W H E R E  I S  T H E  B E S T  P L A C E  T O
I N V E S T ?

When it comes to determining ‘Where is the best place to invest’ you’re really

trying to determine where is the location that will have the best capital growth

Macro research looks at how 4 key

elements interact to create the ideal

foundations for investment and capital

growth. They include: the economy and

employment; infrastructure; supply

and demand and population and

demographics.

Variables such as proximity to

transport links and public transport,

employment hubs, schools, lifestyle

amenity, parks and recreation and

shopping centres influence this

decision. Understanding the threats

and opportunities the location

presents, like flooding, fire, social

housing and crime should also be

included in this research. Real estate

variables such as pricing comparable

properties, days on market, auction

clearance rates, vacancy rates, the

ripple effect, percentage of renters

versus owners also play a part.



The best time to invest in

property is when the location is

between 6 and 9 on the

property clock. This quadrant is

inherently volatile as

government and private

companies invest in projects to

stimulate the economy after

many years of slow economic

activity.  However, prices of

investment property will be

lower than in the 9-12 quadrant

which is the time that will enjoy

the greatest capital growth in

the property cycle.

The property clock can be broken into 4

quadrants. The peak of the market is 12

o’clock. Between 12 and 3 the market starts to

correct and slide. Between 3 and 6 the local

economy is in a trough and property prices

sink further. Between 6 and 9 the market

shows clear signs of recovering and between 9

and 12 the market booms.
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A  U S E F U L  T O O L  T H A T  H E L P S  I N
M A P P I N G  P R O P E R T Y  C Y C L E S

This chapter will help you to understand the research that goes into uncovering

where Australia cities and major regional areas are located on this clock.

To put this into greater perspective, 12 -3 is

when the market goes into decline. This

occurs because there is usually a flurry of

activity between 9-12 resulting in an

oversupply of property, especially apartments.

To take the heat out of the market, often

driven by concerns about housing

affordability, policy changes. Historically this

has occurred through interest rate hikes,

however in recent years, this change has been

triggered by APRA’s involvement in lending

policy. APRA stands for the Australian

Prudential Regulatory Authority and is the

governing body that oversees banking

regulation through compliance measures.

The peak of the market is 12 o’clock.



I use an award-winning proven research methodology to identify investment

properties, based on finding ‘The right property, in the right place, at the right

time’. In this detailed research methodology are a number of ‘kill points’. That is,

points of research that, if not satisfied, will end the investigation. The first point is

the Economy.

As an investor, it is vital that you identify strong and diversified economies, and it

must be both. It is not enough to have strong economy if it is not protected

through diversification. The best and most recent examples of this in Australian

history are mining towns. Towns that may well have been economically strong but

not at all diversified. If you, as an investor, are relying on the success and boom of

a single driver, like mining, you need to be very careful. This type of investing is

inherently speculative and given the cost of buying and selling in Australia, one to

be very wary of.
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C A L L A  P R O P E R T Y  I N S I G H T S
An award-winning proven research methodology to identify investment

properties, based on finding ‘The right property, in the right place, at the right

time’.

"As an investor, it is vital that you identify
strong and diversified economies"



Investors are often sold the story of

’60-year mining lease awarded in. What

many investors don’t realise is that the

award of a mining lease for 60 years

does not guarantee 60 years of

economic activity. On the contrary, the

owner of the lease may or may not

start mining, and if they do, can pull

out at any time, based on the economic

viability of the mine and the market

forces that predict its success and

ongoing viability.

Now regional mining towns might be

easy to identify as problematic, but

what about major regional areas or

capital cities? Look at the difference

between Perth and Brisbane. Mining

contributes significantly to both

economies, so why would you invest in

one city over the other?
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Mining in Western Australia, including

its petroleum industry accounted for

92% of the State’s and 41% of

Australia’s income from exports in

2015-16. WA hosted 111 principal

mining projects that accounted for

more than 99% of the industry’s total

sales. Iron ore was the important

commodity in WA accounting for 46%

of sales in the state’s mineral and

petroleum industry. The petroleum

sector accounted for 28% of the overall

value, consisting of oil and gas.

Why would you invest
in one city over the

other?



Of lesser importance was alumina and

nickel, contributing more than $3B to

the economy. Base metals, copper,

lead, zinc, diamonds, cobalt, coal

mineral sands and salt all stayed below

the $1B mark in value.
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Mining in Western
Australia, including

its petroleum
industry accounted

for 92% of the
State’s and 41% of
Australia’s income

from exports in
2015-16.

Employment in this industry in WA

accounted for 75 000 in 2009 and

increased sharply in 2015-16 directly

employing an average of 103 638

people.
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QLD is one of the largest seaborne

exporters of coal in the world and is in

the top five regions to produce lead,

zinc, bauxite and silver. QLD’s mining

and energy resources contribute

$20.56B or 7.3% of GSP (Gross State

Product). QLD is rich in natural

resources of coal deposits, metallic

and non-metallic minerals and

petroleum, notably coal seam gas.

It represents 59% of all State exports, worth over $27.6 billion, with direct and

indirect employment of over 180 000 people. The sector attracted 53% of all

capital investment in Queensland and exploration expenditure of over $1 billion

(2014–15 figures). Queensland remains one of the leading destinations to

undertake resource activities. The Government has undertaken to open up land for

exploration and make geoscientific discoveries and new data more accessible. It is

also opening the door for new investment opportunities in established and

emerging resources such as lithium, graphite, cobalt, vanadium, scandium,

rhenium and unconventional petroleum.

"QLD is rich in
natural resources. 
Worth over $27.6

billion."



Diversity is key to protecting your

investment. It is clear that QLD’s

mining contributions and more diverse

and balanced in their contribution to

the State’s GSP than mining

contributions in WA. It is reasonable to

conclude that investing in Perth will be

inherently riskier than investing in

Brisbane, as we have seen in recent

years. It is also true that with risk

comes great reward.

If you’re a speculative property

investor, then you could have been one

of those investors who made

significant gains in the last Perth

property cycle. However, if you have a

strategy of ‘set and forget’ then

including a Perth property in your

portfolio would have more than likely

destabilised your entire portfolio,

especially if your properties were

cross-collateralised through a single

lender.
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Most modern economies around the world invest heavily in education, health and

technology and in Australia, these are the economies that have flourished in recent

years. The reason why investment into education is so important is because there is

no point in offering incentives to business to relocate to regional areas if they don’t

have the HR pool to draw from for the next generation of employees. Investment

into higher education guarantees this as graduates want to find employment in the

area that they studied in, and often grew up in.



Geelong, Victoria is a great example of

this. The government is offering

incentives to Melbourne employees of

4 departments that have set up offices

in Geelong: the Australian Taxation

Office (ATO), National Disability

Insurance Scheme (NDIS), Australian

Bureau of Statistics (ABS) and

Worksafe. These incentives may have

the desired effects of both stimulating

the local economy and helping young

people stay in the area, rather than

relocate to the Big City as well as

taking the heat out of the Melbourne

economy through attractive jobs and

relocation incentives, however if there

isn’t the work force to draw from in

future years, the solution will be short-

lived. 

So, investing in all levels of education,

especially tertiary, if it’s been lacking,

is vital to meeting these needs longer

term.
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Geelong, Victoria



The Sunshine Coast is another great

regional example of such investment.

Take the example of Youi Insurance,

the fastest growing insurance company

at the time, investing $73M to relocate

its head offices to Sippy Downs on the

Sunshine Coast. Surely part of the

decision to do so, was because of the

$81M upgrade to Sunshine Coast

University, that would be able to

provide a steady stream of graduates

to the company, thus ensuring the

companies longevity and competitive

advantage.

So, investing in all levels of education,

especially tertiary, if it’s been lacking,

is vital to meeting these needs longer

term.
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Sunshine Coast, Queensland

"Fastest growing
company, investing
$73M to relocate its

head offices to Sippy
Downs on the

Sunshine Coast.
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Where this wasn’t done well for a long time, was Newcastle in NSW Central Coast.

When BHP pulled out in 1999, it left a big hole that took a long time to fill after 80

years of steel making in the City. Even though BHP extricated itself slowly and did

its best to manage the fall out expected from its departure. 2500 direct jobs and

an estimated 4500 associated jobs were lost as a result and despite BHP’s and

Pathways best efforts (a program set up to help workers re-skill into new jobs),

many new jobs in new industries wouldn’t be suitable for BHP employees. BHP was

the main employer for 80 years and its departure was palpable with significant

impact to Novocastrians.

Now Newcastle has a diversified

economy. The healthcare sector is the

largest employer, followed by

education, retail, construction,

hospitality, professional services and

more with manufacturing the 8th

largest employer and mining the 18th

largest.

"Newcastle has a
diversified
economy."

In Australia, it’s hard to imagine that the health sector could ever suffer the same

fate as manufacturing or mining, as the birth rate is strong and people are living

for longer. The same can’t be said for manufacturing or mining where global

economics and the rise of free trade agreements has given rise to a new era of

resource economic where local economies look to international economies for

greater efficiencies of resources.



As an investor, it’s not enough to look at the
local economy, but also how resilient that
economy is for long-term investment. If your
investment horizon is only 5 years then you
can afford to be more speculative, even
though it’s risky. However, if you are a long-
term, set and forget investor, then future
proofing your investment is key. So, what are
the industry sectors that will thrive in the
next 20 years? 

Health, education, professional services,
tourism and other service-based industries
are more likely to insulate your investment
than product base industries, manufacturing
and mining. These are old economies that
are being outsourced to countries that have
a competitive advantage when it comes to
manual labour. Professions associated with
Health and Medicine have featured on the
Department of Immigration’s skills shortage
list for a long time. Other industries include
IT and renewable energy.

Think about the types of jobs that won’t even
exist in 10 or 20 years. This is much harder
to guess, however, potentially a less
important consideration, as these jobs aren’t
necessarily geographically situated, in the
way that manufacturing, or mining is, given
the set-up costs associated with such
industries.

T
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An interesting sector to consider is

areas of professional services that

aren’t human dependent anymore.

Think of all the computer-based

applications that can process and

analyse information in far more

efficient ways than humans can. How

will this change how you evaluate an

area for investment. Bookkeeping is a

good example of a type of job that will

surely become redundant as computer-

based applications process information

so efficiently and accurately now. 

The big difference is that bookkeeping

isn’t a job that significantly drives an

economy in a way that manufacturing

does. So, its consideration is probably

not directly relevant to property

investment. It’s a minor example.

However Artificial Intelligence (AI) or

blockchain might not be, in terms of its

greater economic impact.
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Where this kind of thinking is surely

relevant to property investment is

where technology has the capacity to

replace or radically reduce a

workforce. On Sydney container

wharves at Botany, robotic straddles

have resulted in significant reductions

to the workforce across 3 large

employers. In a large, diversified

economy such as Sydney, the impact of

these technological advances is minor.

"Relevant to property
investment is where
technology has the

capacity to replace or
radically reduce a

workforce. "



Again, demonstrating that investing in

strong, diversified economies is very

important. However, how would the

introduction of this technology impact

the wharf in Darwin, where the

economy is smaller and less

diversified?

Technology is also having a positive

impact on capital growth in the way

that many workers are now less

constricted by their access to a

company address through more

flexible working arrangements and

more secure, cloud-based options.

Most Australians would be familiar

with the ideas of sea change and tree

change, well I call this e-change – the

ability to live far away from the office

due to the great untethering of

locality-based employment.  In 2020

during the corona virus pandemic, the

whole world seemed to have to adapt

to ‘working from home’ quickly and at

the same time. It has been said that

the pandemic fast-forwarded our

‘working from home’ ability or rather,

‘working out of the office’ about 10

years.
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"Investing in strong,
diversified

economies is very
important."



Imagine if you could work anywhere in the world. Where would you live? Why is

the answer relevant to your property investment decision? Well, who pays for your

investment? If done well, ideally your tenant will pay for most it. So, who will be

renting your property? There was a lot of attention on Hobart’s growth in 2019,

with this capital city recording the highest capital growth of any capital city in this

time frame. Surely Hobart would be a great place to invest based on this statistic

alone right? Let’s go back to basics…is the economy diversified and strong?

Is Hobart's economy diversified and
strong?

It is strong. In fact, if its economy was considered as a separate country it would

rank 21st in the world and comprises mining, agriculture, aquaculture, fishing,

forestry; and tourism. Mining consists of copper, zinc, tin, iron and gold. Food

production has included salmon, beef, chicken, pork, dairy and lamb farming, as

well as a variety of fruits and vegetables. Apples, pears, strawberries, raspberries,

carrots and many varieties of potatoes are produced. Tasmania is known for its

wild abalone and crayfish. The crayfish in the local waters, are one of the largest

species of rock lobsters in the world and fetches top prices in northern Pacific

market.
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In the past, there has been a strong

local news commentary on mining and

logging in Tasmania. While these

industries still play a major role in the

State’s economy, tourism has

increasingly become a backbone to

Tasmania's economy. Tourists, from

overseas and interstate, come to

Tasmania each year for the island's

natural environment, clean air, and

food and drink products.

The economy looks good in terms of the income generated;
however the industries are predominantly mining and
agriculture. 
Furthermore, tourism is inherently volatile as it is largely pegged to the foreign

exchange rate. When the Australian dollar goes up, tourism goes down. This

points to the global nature of comparison or efficiency-based economics. If it’s

cheaper to take a holiday in Canada, a country that is comparable to Australia in

terms of grandiosity, nature and English speaking, then Australian tourism will

suffer.
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When it comes to property investment,

remember that demand is driven by

population growth and population is

driven by new jobs creation. While

Tasmania has a strong economy, it is

not strong due to new jobs growth or

infrastructure projects that will bring

new employees to the region, long

term. There has not been significant

investment in health, education and

technology.



This focuses on employment and the type of
employment to look for, but population plays a big

part in this story. 

Melbourne and Sydney’s populations are growing at the fastest rate in Australia

due to natural population growth and migration numbers. Brisbane is the only

capital city that enjoys positive net interstate migration (NIM) with lots of people

moving to Brisbane from inner city Sydney, due to housing affordability and near

parity wages and country QLD workers who are moving for jobs because of the

decline in mining sector and FIFO jobs. And Hobart’s population? It grows at

roughly a quarter percent of the rest of Australia.

So, if population drives demand and new jobs growth drives population, is Hobart

a good place to invest? This really depends on the type of investment horizon

you’re considering. While it has enjoyed recent strong capital growth figures, due

to its low population growth and lack of strong infrastructure investment, it has a

very long housing cycle. Most Australian investors are looking for long-term

portfolio growth to ensure security in retirement or the option to retire sooner.

We no longer expect to be able to rely on the government for a pension good

enough to live on and the age of retirement is increasingly uncertain.
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Much of the growth has occurred due to this e-change phenomenon, where

Melburnians, predominantly, look for alternative locations to live, as Melbourne

prices rise and the population puts greater demands on the existing

infrastructure. Coupled with aggressive and competitive airline pricing, living in

Hobart seems closer to Melbourne than ever before.



The economy is the first point of

research to consider. Supply and

Demand factors from a policy

standpoint will help uncover how

investment is either encouraged or not

in an area. Referring to the property

clock will help to understand this point

of research more.

There are several levers that can be

pulled, so to speak, to influence

investor activity. When the property

market has had a long period of

growth and prices are becoming

increasingly unaffordable, when the

property market is at 11 on the

property clock, political discourse and

media commentary often focuses on

housing affordability, especially in the

major Australian cities of Sydney and

Melbourne where most citizens reside.  

To try to take the heat out of the

market several policy changes, or

levers, can be made to discourage

investor buying of housing stock.
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At 5 or 6 on the property clock, other

policy changes can be made, or levers

pulled that will encourage investor

activity and stimulate the construction

sector of an economy, in an attempt to

tip the declining market into a

recovering one.

Supply and demand levers from a

policy perspective include, first home

owner’s grants, stamp duty

concessions, finance policy and

taxation policy.

Some of these levers are pushed out

through federal agents and some are

state controlled. APRA and ASIC are

federal, as is banking and taxation

policy but levers like stamp duty

concessions and first home owner’s

grants are state controlled. Going back

to the property cycle or clock, when a

state or government is trying to

stimulate the economy through

construction, which is a significant

sector or economic driver in Australia,

it makes sense to offer property

incentives through such policies.
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In Victoria, for example, the state

wanted to stimulate investor activity

and did so by offering huge stamp duty

concessions until July 1, 2017 by which

time the market was thriving and no

longer needed such stimulus policies.

12 months since stamp duty

concession for investors was pulled,

the market is nearing its peak, showing

how just one policy change can

influence the market.

In Victoria right now, the government is trying to take the heat out of Melbourne,

in particular as well as help first home owners into the market, so it is offering a

$10 000 first home owner’s grant (FHOG) to new buyers in Melbourne, but double

that, at $20 000 to first home owners buying in regional areas as well as significant

stamp duty concessions. Clearly this policy is designed to encourage first home

owners, both Australians and new immigrants, to consider buying and potentially

relocating to areas outside the capital city of Melbourne that is set to overtake

Sydney’s population in the next decade.

$10,000 to new buyers in Melbourne

This will take the heat out of the capital city of Melbourne as well as help to

protect regional centres from dying out as their young people, typically, seek

opportunity in the big city. Since the increase of the FHOG in regional areas of

Victoria, Melbourne’s property market has shown signs of slowing, while the

regional areas of Ballarat, Bendigo and Geelong are thriving.

The government is trying to take the heat
out of Melbourne.



At the same time, APRA and the banking royal commission have effectively slowed

access to finance to all borrowers, in particular investors, influencing lending

policy to investors by way of lower acceptable loan to value ratios (LVRs) and

changes to Interest Only (IO) lending. Another banking lever is to increase interest

rates, however in the current environment this won’t help housing affordability for

first home buyers. Research has indicated that many Australians are already

suffering ‘mortgage stress’ and would be forced to sell their homes if interest rates

rose. These are policies that dissuade property investors but not owner occupiers

Capital Gains Tax & Negative Gearing

Capital Gains Tax (CGT) concessions and negative gearing policy is another recent

example of Government policy change that can influence the investor landscape

and property market. In 2017 the Government made changes to how depreciation

could be assessed, deeming that depreciation could only be applied to fixtures and

fittings that were brand new. So even if a property had been previously owned for

as little as a day or a week, depreciation to fixtures and fittings could no longer be

applied. This change impacts tax minimisation for a property investor and one

could expect that the savvy property investor would favour new property over old

for this reason alone. One could also assume that the reason the Government

would change this policy is to make off-the-plan or new property more desirable to

the property investor for the purpose of ensuring that new property is taken off

the market quickly.
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How banks view various types of income from salary, income earned from

overseas employment, rental income, government payments such as centrelink or

family tax benefits A + B, child support, trust distributions etc.. is an area of

lending policy that is very changeable and can vary wildly across different

institutions.

Supply and demand levers from a macro perspective can be used to both slow and

stimulate an economy. However, such policies can only be effective if other

opportunities are funded, such as employment and education, driven by

infrastructure investment and considering population statistics.

‘Build it and they will come’ is a phrase we’ve all heard, along with ‘Rome wasn’t

built in a day’. These two quotes capture how to think of infrastructure investment.

Some types of infrastructure allow the people to come, projects such as roads and

bridges, however it is the infrastructure that truly build a city or region that are of

most interest. Typically, a market starts to recover due to macro ‘supply and

demand’ levers just described, as well as the announcement of major

infrastructure projects. When the property clock has been stuck on the right-hand

side of the face for years, or in negative growth, the announcement of investment

into infrastructure projects is a welcome relief but not all investment projects are

created equal.
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Policies that adversely affect foreign

investors is another policy we’ve seen

changed recently. In the last 12 months

we’ve seen foreign investors pay

significantly more in stamp duty as

well as a tightening of lending policy

due to difficulty verifying income

earned overseas. “Allowable Income” is

an area of lending policy that is

dynamic. 
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Projects such as roads and bridges create jobs that are inherently transient. This is

also true of large pipeline type projects such as the Timor gas pipeline or

Kimberley pipeline projects. Once these jobs are built the workers look for

employment on the next project. There isn’t anything remaining that allows them

to stay on the project. However, these projects often underpin another project

that will create lasting jobs. If you look at the new casino precinct in Brisbane, the

construction will create about 8 000 jobs. These workers will be building

something that will also require an ongoing 8 000 workers.

Roads and bridges create jobs that are
inherently transient.

When I evaluate the significance of infrastructure projects, I look at the projects in

terms of their longevity within the cycle. Are they projects that will influence a

cycle’s growth long-term or are they projects that could potentially put a market

into decline once the project ends? Also, will infrastructure investment in the

technological space contribute to the demise of a workforce, as mentioned in the

robotics project at Sydney container wharves? If so, how will this influence the

local market?

Thinking about how some infrastructure investment can influence different sectors

of the economy is also important. How will upgrades to an airport influence the

market? Firstly, it will create the construction jobs but what are the jobs that will

benefit outside of that? One obvious answer is Tourism, but if we look at the

Sunshine Coast example, the upgrade of the local airport from domestic to

international will have broader implications. With the recent construction of a

$1.8B teaching hospital, the largest in the Southern Hemisphere, upgrading to an

international airport will have a positive impact on the quality of visiting health

care professionals who can teach and research at the facility.
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For an investor, this means that not only will you have local health professionals

wanting to rent out your property, but also potential renters from overseas.

Suddenly your rental pool is larger, and a pool you could safely assume, consisting

of quality potential tenants.

The change from domestic to

international also has long term,

broader implications as more services

will be required. The obvious ones are

customs and immigration but also the

amenity within the airport. When you

fly domestic, the time spent at the

airport before boarding is typical 10 –

40 minutes. For an international flight,

especially if it’s a connecting one, the

minimum time is 2 hours but the wait

could be as long as 24 hours if there

are delays. Therefore the amenity

required is different. Travellers will

need access to wifi, food, retail,

accommodation potentially, and if

they’re lucky, spa treatments.

As already mentioned, investment into health, education, technology and

renewable energies are more desirable than investment into declining sectors

such as the car industry or manufacturing. All modern Western economies are

moving to this economic model that is underpinned by infrastructure investment.

How they influence employment and population is what needs to be considered.

"Not only will you have local health
professionals wanting to rent out your

property, but also potential renters from
overseas"



Changing demographics is a very

interesting area to look at. What
markets have populations that are
changing? Think about the influx of

FIFO employees in markets compared

to migrant population growth. FIFO

employees are more likely to leave an

area as they are chasing jobs, whereas

migrant populations are more likely to

stay to build a life for themselves and

their families. 

Looking at the ‘Ripple Effect’, while

more of a micro area of research,

helps us to understand how a

demographic is changing. Think about

a very desirable suburb that becomes

increasingly expensive, often through

gentrification and amenity

improvements, affects its neighbouring

suburbs. Over time, they also become

desirable and the affect continues

from suburb to suburb. 
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When we look at the area of macro research that is Population and Demographics,

we look at Net Interstate Migration (NOM), Net Overseas Migration (NOM), natural

population growth and changing demographics. Understanding these figures is

particularly useful when assessing the amount of new property being developed in

an area. I’ve already touched on NIM and NOM and natural population are helpful,

especially when comparing similar markets. Melbourne will soon overtake Sydney

as the largest city in Australia. Tasmania’s population is very slow compared to the

rest of Australia and many property markets are declining.
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Think of how Newstead in Brisbane became the next cool suburb to live in as New

Farm became so expensive, or Redfern compared to Surry Hills and Paddington in

Sydney. 

Clearly, looking into the four main areas of macro research, Economy and

Employment, Infrastructure, Supply and Demand and Population and

Demographics will point you in the area of expected strong capital growth. While

starting with the economy, its strength and diversity is important, all areas are

interrelated.

"Supply and Demand and Population and
Demographics will point you in the area of

expected strong capital growth."

In broad terms, proximity to the CBD also needs to be taken into account. Firstly,

dismiss investing in 0-2 kms from the CBD. This area is inherently volatile as it is

most prone to oversupply and often doesn’t need to adhere to the strict building

regulations of the suburbs when it comes to size, noise, height and parking.

Typically, Australians don’t value living in the CBD as it is low on amenity. Parking

is a hassle, there are few shopping options and it’s noisy.

Apart from this property investment exclusion zone, property markets typically

expand from the centre out and contract from the outer suburbs, in. In a

recovering market, the areas of most interest have historically been 2-5 kms from

the CBD. It would seem that Australians like living in the inner suburbs. As these

suburbs increase in value, the middle ring of 5-10 kms gains in popularity. This

trend continues until new growth corridors are created to facilitate the movement

of people into the city with new housing that is more affordable and attractive to

families. As the market expands there is more investment in the employment hubs

that our out of the City too which further encourages this growth.



As our capital cities hit the 8M population mark, it will be interesting to see how

this centricity around the CBD will change. Surely a larger population will mean

that the population and employment hubs will decentralize as our infrastructure

systems will struggle to service the CBD. The key take-aways from this information

is that research is key to uncovering the best properties for investment purposes.

The data is key as well as the relational data and information that will help truly

paint the right picture that leads to investment success.
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When the market contracts, you often hear people in the 2-10 kms ring talk about

how the property market isn’t changing. And they’re right. It takes longer for them

to feel the effects of a changing market.



So where to now?

As you can see there is a lot of research required to correctly identify the best

properties for investment. The macro research is the first critical piece and it's

used to identify the capital cities and regional centres set for strong capital

growth. This data is the big data involving key areas of economy, employment,

infrastructure, population, demographics and money supply. The data is often

expensive, difficult to interpret in a meaningful way and complex.

To pinpoint the right property in the right location within a given macro-identified

area, research involving micro data is necessary. 

Then it's important to uncover who is building in the area and conduct important

due diligence.

The final piece of the puzzle is to truly understand the cashflow both before and

after tax.

If you understand how critical the research pieces are to consistently identify the

right property in the right place at the right time but you don't have the time or

money resources to commit to the exercise then please get in touch. Our award-

winning research gets results and the cost to you is minimal. The cost of not

getting the research right can be extremely expensive.
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CONTACT US TODAY!

02 8006 1517

admin@callaproperty.com.au

Suite 201, 105 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000

www.callaproperty.com.au
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